ABSTRACT. Let X be an arbitrary set and a lattice of subsets of X such that t/t, X E ..A() is the algebra generated by and I() consists of all zero-one valued finitely additive measures on Various subsets of I() are considered and certain lattices are investigated as well as the topology of closed sets generated by them. The lattices are investigated for normality, regularity, repleteness and completeness. The topologies are similarly discussed for various properties such as T2 and Lindel0f
INTRODUCTION
Let X be an arbitrary set and a lattice of subsets of X such that , X E E. ,A() is the algebra generated by and I() denotes those non trivial, zero-one valued, finitely additive measures on Various subsets of I() are considered and certain lattices in these subsets are investigated as well as the topology of closed sets generated by them. The lattices are investigated for normality, regularity, and for a variety of repleteness and completeness conditions. The topologies are similarly investigated for various properties such as T2 and Lindeltf. Necessary and sufficient conditions for these properties to hold can effectively be given in terms of measure conditions on the original lattice.
Some investigations in these matters have been begun in [2] , [3] and [8] . We go beyond these results, and introduce new subsets of I() and their lattices to investigate.
We begin with some standard notations and terminology that will be used throughout the paper Our notations and terminology is consistent with that in the literature (see e.g. [1],[2], [5] and [10] ), and is added mainly for the reader's convenience.
We then proceed in the subsequent sections to analyze in detail the lattice-topological structure of various Wallman spaces as indicated above.
BACKGROUND AND NOTATIONS
Let X be an arbitrary nonempty set, and a lattice of subsets of X. It is assumed throughout the paper that , X E .
We adhere to the customary lattice-topological definitions which can be found for example in ], [2] , [4] , [7] and 10]. Here, we just note some of the measure theoretic equivalents. For this purpose we introduce the following notations: ,A() denotes the algebra generated by , and () the set of (5 S(#') then # < '1 (E) and # < ,(E) e. ,x ,. Therefore Wo() is T and thus 7Wo(,) is We now show that the assumption of regularity for ,'o () in Io(E) is very strong. TIIEOREM 3.2 Consider Io(E) and ;a(). );o() is regular ifflo(E) It(, PROOF. Suppose Io() I() Then ;o(E) Wo(E) Now let /1,# (5 I(E), (5 Io(E) and #1 </(E),/a < ,(E). Then, since Io(E) I(), 1 (5 [4] , [7] and [9] . We recall some definitions. 
Clearly, #' is a finitely subadditive outer measure and #" is an outer measure (see [7] ). Let 3u,, be the set of #"-measurable sets, where E is measurable with respect to #" if for any A C X, #"(A) #"(A tq E) + #"(A fq E').
We give now a condition when for a given # Io(12) there exists a v I(12) such that # _< v (12) e. the condition of Theorem 5.1. THEOREM 5.4 Let # Io(L). Suppose C L,, and semiseparates 5(12) Then # < #"() and #"l.cl I(Z:).
PROOF. Let # E Io(L). Then we have # < #"(12) and L C Lu,, which is closed under complement and countable unions (see [7] ). Therefore A(12)C 3,,. #"lt(z:) is then a measure on A() countably additive implies #"l.,t(r.) I(L) To show that #"l. 
For any H ro(L:) there exists/A J(L:) such that II _<
We summarize a few facts on g-smoothness that will be used throughout this section for the reader's convenience (see [6] 
